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About This Game

This is a game in genre "Hidden Objects".The story begins and you go in search of parts of the artifact in various parts of the
world to find the hidden and find out the secret. You expect dozens of locations, hundreds of items, and many hours fastened by

the plot of the gameplay. An unusual alternation of the list of items to be searched for - text or a figure - will not let you get
bored either. Control of the game is a classic mouse. There is the possibility of using hints.A lot of gameplay hours included.

Enjoy!
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The platforming is as boring as it gets, combat (somehow) even more so. The graphics are poor and the cut scenes are
drawn according to the "highest" standart of web comics. Sound bites from the characters are poor, boring and
repetative, especially when you factor in the constant need to switch them. Goes double for some of the more obnoxious
puzzles.

Also, purgatory is, for some reason, a land of conveyor belts, gears and boxes. It's as puzzling a decision as buying this
game.. Back when expansions were a full game. 10/10 EA doesn't approve. Warning there are NO golden touches in
this game and only mild nudity. Well... Im a massive ark fan.. after buying this i have everything to do with Ark... but
this game is in one word... MEH

 my Pc Build to compare

I7 7700K 4.8GHZ
MSI GAMING X TRIO GTX 1080TI
32GB 3200MHZ DDR4 RAM
MSI Z270 TOMAHAWK MOTHERBOARD
Oculus Rift

Pros (Personal Opinion and experience)

Graphics arnt that bad (720p in Headset)
You can harvest and make Gear as in Standard Ark (Not Buildings as far as i got through)

....honestly i cant think of anymore Pro's...

Cons (Personal Opinion and experience)

The Controls are Jittery as hell
My Fps was NEVER stable dropping from 100+Fps down to 2-5fps at random intervals (even when just standing
there)
All the areas you can go to are sooooooo small and limited. not much to really explore at all, just in 1 area for 5 mins
then the next 5mins etc having to load each area 1 by 1.. tbh its quite annoying.
The tutorial in my opinion lacks alot, i bought the tek version, and the first thing i realised i did was destroy the Tek
trex egg you can at the begining, could have been a fault on my end but i dont remember seeing anything to do with
that on the tutorial.
Multiplayer was Constant Disconnections. barely got 1 game going for a few mins.

I personally feel that this game is lacking so much for the asking price you are paying for it, it could have so much
more potential and BIGGER areas to explore. if you want something to kill time, buy this... but i wouldnt recommend
this to anyone unless ofcourse the price was dropped at least 40% of the price now, im asking for a refund mainly
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becuase of the fps drops, 4 crashes on load, and the constant jitters on your hand controls.

. -(5)\/10 Total and Complete Garbage - not even a game IMHO.

Pay 50\u00a2 for Achievements that generate just for launching the game, and call it a day!
Let's call this a program, since there is no real gameplay. It was completely unresponsive to KB input, so I picked up
the Xbox360 controller and only the D-pad was recognized. No need to aim and fire... just rotate the D-pad around to
all quadrants for a moment, then let the 'aliens' kill you & Game Complete + 100% Achieves. 4 minutes lost. Life goes
on.
Cheers

What's up with that CSA flag & cannon ?. Here are my review points:

-Nusakana have legit nuance, from the originality,
the artwork, and the Bossanovas (this is the strongest point why
I bought it), and of course Indonesia Vibe inside of it, really love the local content.

-The Developer seems to really care about Nusakan bugs and problems, and
they fixed it up after several hours of my report post about getting error with the last version,
two thumbs up for your hard work, I as the user feel very glad for it.

-The artwork I think, I will really enjoy it if the characters
especially the girls looked different (especially their eyes and nose,
I think almost all of them looked same for me, I know the visual style
using JRPG style, but would love to have new experience in Nusakana
with very different looks, the elders and older women looked very young).
But that just my opinion, everyone have their own taste.

Greeting from Nusakana.. OUR GOD IS AN AWESOME GOD
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Shall be devoting my life to this, praise the creator for this delicious game, 10/10. This is a good route, and a long one, but lacks
scenarios.

From Paddington via Reading all the way to Oxford, which must be one of the longer routes available for the game.

For me, it's such a shame that the scenarios are so limited. There are only two career scenarios, both of which are nigh-on
impossible to complete. There are some non-career scenarios which are okay, but why not update this to add more career
scenarios, for players who like to complete those...?

Overall, even though it's one of the cheapest routes for the game, and in that sense is quite good value because it's so long, I
wouldn't recommend it for that reason. But if you're not fussed about scenarios, it's probably worth it.. Fun game to play.
Excellent experience, well worth the $5 price of admission. Decent selection of music in game, but you can also just play
anything you want on the desktop, and in game hit the menu button, then "Sync What You Hear" to interact with your own
tracks.

The preset scaling is great - on one you're very small and the fractals very large, so if you want it can feel like you're flying
through an enormous alien space station at decent speed. Highly recommended.. Can't wait for the 3rd chapter. Thank you for
making this game, it's worth the price! Great job.. very nice platformer with great sound and graphics.. Overall the game is fun
to play for a few hours until the lack of map zoom and some of the irritating bugs collide together to create this very hectic and
fast paced game that you end up screaming at the screen in frustration. All of the random callouts happening at once along with
units having to be told to continue on thier patorl after they are done with a crime becomes more bothersome than fun. If you do
enjoy this gerne of game I do recommend this title although I would wait for a Steam sale or heading over to greenmangaming
and getting 25% off.

The title has everything you want in a police focused rts game, and with the implementation of some future patches to fix the
issues I've mentioned, the game can be great fun for few hours of play. If a sandbox mode is added to the title, you would have
countless hours of gameplay. For now we will see what the Developers add or fix to improve this already enjoyable game.

https://youtu.be/UV7L_lZgsS4. Shuyan Saga is a virtual novel with combat parts.
The artwork and music are nice and the voice actors are also good (at least the english ones as i didn't try the chinese ones).
Story is simple but interesting.
The 3 Books take around 2-3 hours. Also there is a fighting tournament and the temple adventure which will unlock after
finishing parts of the story.. I love Dwarf games normally but this one I found quite difficult to get into. No proper tutorial to
show you how to do things and resources seemed quite scarce to the point of giving up.
Wouldn't recommend it right now but won't stop me playing it again once it's had a big update
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